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Abstract: The aim of the article is oriented at one of the services of IMS presence service. The Presence Service
faces a great usage nowadays, which can lead to problems following the increasing number of users. Our moti-
vation is to illustrate the possible complications which can occur and to show possible solutions. We visualized
the number of messages which are created during the activity of the presence service and illustrated them into the
form of graphs for better representation.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, IP Multimedia subsystem introduces a
wide range of benefits. Besides the interworking
between circuit switching and packet switching net-
works it also allows to implement new services with-
out larger intervention into the network structure. The
realization can be as a single server or through the in-
ner structure.

The presence service faces up a wide range of
popularity nowadays. It informs the users about the
presence of other users in the network. It also cre-
ates a dynamic user profile which is visible to others
and it serves for representation, sharing information
and service command. The messages (which are SIP
requests) have an important role during the commu-
nication. There are 3 types of messages - PUBLISH,
NOTIFY, SUBSCRIBE, and each of them plays a dif-
ferent role during communication [1], [2].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the architecture of IP Multimedia
Subsystem. Section 3 describes the presence service.
In section 4 is the analyze of messages and communi-
cation of the presence service, service optimalization,
traffic analysis and traffic modelling. The results are
in section 5.

2 IP Multimedia Subsystem
IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is a set of require-
ments and specifications which are defined in 3GPP
and 3GPP2. It allows the convergention of wireless
and stabile access networks for creation, providing
and using the multimedia services. The architecture

of IMS consists of 3 layers: transport, control and ap-
plication layer. It is shown in the Fig. 1.

The first layer is a transport layer. It provides
the access from different types of networks (such as
GPRS, UMTS, IP, PSTN) through the network tran-
sitions (such as MGW, SGW). It also transports mes-
sages from the user to the control layer through data
IP network.

The control layer is the network core. It controls
the communication and creates connections between
users. Key components in the control layer are SIP
servers and proxy servers. They have a common name
Call Session Control Function (CSCF). Their function
is message routing and utilization. S-CSCF (Serv-
ing CSCF) is the centre of all signalling functions in
the IMS network. Due to its managing function it
also governs the function of routing. P-CSCF (Proxy
CSCF) has the role of the SIP proxy server for IMS
UE terminal incoming and outgoing messages. It also
encapsulates and verifies the SIP messages and creates
data for observing other data for UE. I-CSCF (Inter-
rogating CSCF) is situated at the edge of the network
organisation domain. CSCF allows the control of QoS
policy. It contains parameters obtaining the type of
media, codecs and coding format, also the bandwidth,
delay and packet loss. The control layer contains HSS
user database, which contains user profile, informa-
tion about the location and information policy. If there
are two or more HSS databases in the network, the in-
formation is obtained via the SLF server.

The application layer provides services [3]–[9].
There are 3 types of servers: SIP application server,
OSA application server and CAMEL application
server. Application servers host and invoke the ser-
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vices for users and they observe the functions of SIP
application servers. They are connected with HSS to
upload and download user data [10]–[13]. IMS works
with several protocols. The key protocols are:

• SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), which is a con-
trol protocol for IMS session. It uses UDP (User
Datagram Protocol) but if necessary, it may also
use the TCP (Transmission Control Protocol). It
provides the VoIP connections by cooperating
with other protocols. Bodies of SIP packets carry
SDP (Session Description Protocol) with infor-
mation about the transfer. SIP incorporates sev-
eral elements of HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Pro-
tocol) and SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Proto-
col).

• DIAMETER provides the AAA frame (Authen-
tication, Authorization, Accounting).

• COPS is responsible for exchanging policy infor-
mation.

• H.248/MEGACO (Media Gateway Control) is
used by IMS Media Gateway for media conver-
sion. It provides the end-to-end communication.

• RTP/RTCP, where RTP (Real-time transport pro-
tocol) is used for media and end-to-end service
delivery. The RTCP (RTP Control Protocol) as-
signment is the quality feedback of transmission
and receiving of data transferred by RTP.

• SCTP (Stream Control Transmission Protocol) is
used to transfer the PSTN (Public Switched Tele-
phone Network) signalling messages through IP
networks.

3 Presence Service
Presence service receives, saves and categorizes the
actual information. Its realization can be as a single
server or through the inner structure which contains
several servers and entities. It represents a dynamic
profile of the user. The profile is visible for other users
and serves for representation, sharing of information
and control of services. Presence service displays the
current status of the user and it informs other users
about his accessibility. Nowadays, the popular way of
representation of presence is through icons. They are
showed to other users in the same chat. The statuses
are applied through various forms, such as graphic
symbols or text description. It depends on the type
of communication. Presence service is a part of 3GPP
Release 6. Architecture is shown in the Fig. 2. It has
3 layers: agents, Entities and servers.

Figure 1: Architecture of IMS.

• Presence service agents collect information from
different sources.

• Presence user agent collects information about
the presence and supplies them to Presence
server (which is the main source).

• Presence network agent obtains the information
about presence from network elements.

• Presence external agent supplies the information
about presence from external network and sends
it in a standardized format via the reference point
Pex.

Entities utilize SIP requests (UE, S-CSCF a AS)
and divide them into 2 types.

• Presence service agents collect information from
different sources.

• Presence user agent collects information about
the presence and supplies them to Presence
server (which is the main source).

• Presence network agent obtains the information
about presence from network elements.

• Presence external agent supplies the information
about presence from external network and sends
it in a standardized format via the reference point
Pex.

Entities utilize SIP requests (UE, S-CSCF a AS)
and divide them into 2 types.
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• Presentities inform the presence service about
status changes of users.

• Watcher receives the actualizations about the
user friends.

Servers collect and send the user information
saved in XML documents.

• The presence server receives the messages and
allocates them to the correct user.

• The resource list server creates user lists and
sends their statuses.

• Application server is created to control the num-
ber of messages [10], [11], [12].

In case number of incoming messages is larger
than the ability of the server to send them away, they
are moved to the waiting queue. If the waiting queue
is full, other incoming messages are deleted. The role
of the interfaces in Presence service is to define rules
between parts of Presence service. They are shown in
the Fig. 2. Their functions are:

• Peu - authorisation and transfer of static user in-
formation.

• Pep - actualisation of information about the User
agent, it allows to verify the User agent watchers.

• Pen - the definition of communication rules be-
tween the server of Presence network agent and
the Presence server.

• Pex - functions for Presence External Agent
(same as Pen for Presence network agent).

• Ph - verifies the information about the user sta-
tuses located in HSS/HLR (for Presence network
agent).

• Pi - verifies the information from IMS network
(for Presence network agent).

• Pc - verifies the information about mobility con-
trol from MSC (Mobile Switching Centre), (for
Presence network agent).

• Pk - verifies the information about AAA events
(for Presence network agent).

• Pl - verifies the information about location of the
user (for Presence network agent).

• Pw - watchers obtain the information aboutsta-
tuses of presentities due to Pw.

• Pwp - provides functions of Pw and Pep.

• Px - allows allocation of Presence server topre-
sentity.

• Pet - allows watchers to edit the list of resources
for servers.

Figure 2: Architecture of presence service.

4 Messages and Communication
The presence service uses 3 types of SIP re-
quests: PUBLISH sent when user goes online or
offline (pub login, pub logout), modifies its status
(pub modify) or refreshes the status (pub refresh).
SUBSCRIBE sent when user initializes (sub initial),
terminates (sub terminal) or refreshes (sub refresh)
subscribing of information from presence server. NO-
TIFY is sent by server, which informs the users about
the status of presentity. NOTIFY has the largest repre-
sentation among the SIP requests. Message body con-
tains XML document configured by XCAP protocol.
XCAP also manages the presence list of users friends.
Message exchange is realized by 2 processes.

The process of publishing is shown in the Fig. 3
which has two parts: registration (messages 1-20) and
status publishing (messages 21-32). During the reg-
istration, the S-CSCF is allocated to the user. User
equipment (UE) represents a mobile device entering
the IMS through the P-CSCF. The P-CSCF defines
the destination of registration request through the S-
CSCF. The information about the user profile is stored
in HSS. S-CSCF sends the 401 (unauthorised) an-
swer. After the UE receives the answer, it creates
another Register request. Then the user is success-
fully registered. In messages 21-23, the UE sends
the whole status to the application server in Public
request. When the registration is finished, messages
pass only through the P-CSCF and S-CSCF. The S-
CSCF can locate the server because of iFC (Initial
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filter criteria) obtained by HSS during the registra-
tion. As soon as possible, the confirmation message
200 (OK) is sent by the server to predict re-sending
the messages. In the case the status changes, UE
sends another Publish request the same way as the
first time. The message contains only the information
about changes.

Figure 3: Process of publishing.

The process of subscribing is shown in the Fig.
4. Picture describes the situation when the watcher is
in another IMS network like the presence server. The
process of registration is the same as process of pub-
lishing. I-CSCF is the initial point to another IMS
network. UE (watcher) creates the Subscribe request.
The subscribe request contains the filter obtaining the
information about what the watcher wants to see. UE
enters the network through the P-CSCF and continues
to S-CSCF. Then the I-CSCF finds the S-CSCF and
sends the request to the AS, where the list of contacts
and statuses is stored. After receiving the request, the
application server confirms the user authorisation. If
the authorisation is correct, the application server an-
swers with 200 (OK). AS then sends a Notify request
with information about the presence. In case some of
the user statuses will change, another Notify message
is sent by the server without any former request. How-
ever, the user may use several devices for subscribing
its status, using its account as the only identifier is
insufficient. As a solution, two overheads were cre-
ated - SIP-Etag and SIP-If-Match. They are designed
for identification of status. Except the first PUB-
LISH message, each message should contain SIP-If-
Match Overhead carrying the information for refresh-
ing, changing or deleting the status. After SIP server
receives this message, it changes the user status. In
the next step SIP-Etag overhead is filled with another
generated identifier and answers the user with mes-
sage 200 OK.

Figure 4: Process of subscribing.

4.1 Service Optimalisation
Necessary operations during status publishing and
sending notifications contain PIDF/RPID XML doc-
ument. These documents have a large capability due
to large amount of information they contain. The
watcher, subscribing the information from presenti-
ties, usually obtains one of these XML documents
with every change of any status. In case a smaller
device with low performance and restricted memory
is used, the device may be overloaded by the large
amount of information and wont be able to obtain the
information or utilize it in real time. To prevent the
device overload, we need to find the compromise be-
tween the amount of the sent information, frequency
of notify requests and information sending bandwidth
[14].

4.2 Traffic Analysis
Studies show presence service covers around 50%
(and more) of signalling traffic used by IMS core. It
represents heavy load and it is necessary to solve this
problem. NOTIFY messages occupy the biggest traf-
fic load storage. Because of presence service shows
the actualization of user states, the traffic load de-
pends on user behaviour characteristics in the service.
Traffic load is affected by the interval of users log-
ging in/logging out, behaviour of users in online state
and also their number of contacts. Each SIP request
directed to server may initiate transmission creation.
The number of transmissions processed by SIP server
is an important parameter which describes the service
capacity. There are several types of SIP processes
with different data processing. First log in gener-
ates initial PUBLISH message r initial pub and the re-
freshing PUBLISH messages r refresh pub, which are
generated regularly until the user log off. Then the ter-
minal PUBLISH message r terminal pub is sent. Re-
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sult of every initial and terminal PUBLISH message is
NOTIFY message. For subscribing of presence state
of user, initial SUBSCRIBE message r initial sub is
sent to the presence server. Then refreshing SUB-
SCRIBE message r refresh sub is sent. In the end of
communication, the terminal SUBSCRIBE message
r terminal sub is sent and subscribing of presence of
other users is cancelled. When the user status changes,
modifying PUBLISH message r modify pub is sent.
Each of these 3 types of messages are followed by
n online watcher NOTIFY messages. NOTIFY mes-
sages r notify have the biggest representation in the
system. The number of users logging in/logging out
is given by the following equation (1):

r notify = n online watcher.(r pub login+

r pub logout+ r pub modify + r pub refresh)

(1)

The number of messages depends on incoming re-
quests and on authorized watchers. NOTIFY requests
are directed to waiting queue. The server sends mes-
sages in periodical intervals to prevent the network
overload. If the waiting queue is filled, next incom-
ing messages are deleted [2], [15].

Figure 5: Creating of NOTIFY requests.

4.3 Traffic Modelling
Creation of messages at queuing systems could be
shown as Markov chains and is shown in matrix,
where users can be in 3 states represented by s0, s1,
s2. s0 represents the user who has not changed his
or her status since coming online. s1 represents the
online user, who changed his status since he came on-
line. s2 represents the offline user. The probability of
the status change by the matrix is shown:

1− p01 − p02 p01 p02

1− p11 − p22 p11 p12

p20 p21 1− p20 − p21

 (2)

Various states in matrix mean the following prob-
abilities:

• Probability in which online presentity does not
change your presence status over time ∆t:

P (s0, t | s0,∆t) = 1− p01 − p02 (3)

• Probability in which online presentity changes
your presence status over time ∆t:

P (s0, t | s1,∆t) = p01 (4)

• Probability in which online presentity goes of-
fline over time ∆t:

P (s0, t | s2,∆t) = p02 (5)

• Probability in which online presentity does not
change your presence status over time ∆t:

P (s1, t | s0,∆t) = 1− p11 − p12 (6)

• Probability in which online presentity changes
your presence status over time ∆t:

P (s1, t | s1,∆t) = p11 (7)

• Probability in which online presentity goes of-
fline over time ∆t:

P (s1, t | s2,∆t) = p12 (8)

• Probability in which offline presentity goes on-
line over time ∆t:

P (s2, t | s0,∆t) = p20 (9)

• Probability in which offline presentity changes
your presence status over time ∆t:

P (s2, t | s1,∆t) = p21 (10)

• Probability in which offline presentity stays of-
fline over time ∆t:

P (s2, t | s2,∆t) = 1− p20 − p21 (11)

• Probability of transition from one state to another
pij is given by exponential distribution (where i
= 0, 1, 2 and j = 0, 1, 2):

pij =

∫ ∆t

0
λij .e

−λij .x dx (12)

λij =
1

tij
(13)

where tij represents the average time of creation
message.
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5 Graphic Visualisation of Message
Amount

The Fig. 6 shows creation and behaviour of PUBLISH
messages while the number of online users in network
increases. For this example, we used a network with
825 000 users.

The number of messages is given by the following
equations:

pub modify(t) = s0(t).P (s0, t | s1, t−∆t)+

s1(t).P (s1, t−∆t)

(14)

pub login(t) = s2(t).P (s2, t | s0, t−∆t) (15)

pub logout(t) = s0(t).P (s0, t | s2, t−∆t)+

s1(t).P (s1, t | s2, t−∆t)
(16)

pub refresh(t) = s0(t).PRef + s1(t).PRef (17)

PRef = (1−
∫ R

0

1

tm
.e(− 1

tm
)x dx)+

(1−
∫ R

0

1

toff
.e

(− 1
toff

)x
dx)

(18)

where tm represents the average time of status
changes of users and toff represents the average time
of offline users.

The Fig. 6 shows the number of pub modify
messages exponentially increases and the number of
created messages is much higher than the number of
other created requests. Pub refresh curve has a similar
behaviour, but the number of messages is lower and
their creation begins later. Pub logout messages de-
crease because of more online users than offline. The
last curve shows the number of pub login messages.
The curve increases and fluently determines with the
determination of online users.

The Fig. 7 shows the amount of NOTIFY mes-
sages created in the presence service. Because of their
number which is much higher than in the Fig. 6, we
used the time axis with lower units.

The number of NOTIFY messages is given by the
following equation:

notify(t) = watchers(t).(pub refresh(t)+

pub modify(t) + pub login(t) + pub logout(t))

(19)

Figure 6: Creation of PUBLISH messages.

Figure 7: Creation of NOTIFY messages.

Curve of NOTIFY messages shows the exponen-
tial growth of messages with increasing time. Cre-
ation of NOTIFY messages follows every creation of
PUBLISH messages, that is why their number is sig-
nificantly higher.

The Fig. 8 shows the approximate comparison of
creation of PUBLISH and NOTIFY messages. Be-
cause the number of NOTIFY requests is much higher
than the number of PUBLISH messages, the curve
rises more rapidly.

Figure 8: The comparison of created messages.
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Although the comparison is only approximate, it
shows the potential threat of system failure. Due to
the common usage of presence service nowadays and
the increasing number of users, this may cause service
overload.

6 Conclusion
The presence service is being highly used nowadays.
Most of the users use the applications based on pres-
ence service and the number of users is increasing. It
is the reason, why servers usually confront the over-
load.

Due to the big number of requests waiting for pro-
cessing and their deleting when the waiting queue is
full, this may cause data loss and degradation of QoS
in queuing systems and the presence service.

The possible solution could be the design of traf-
fic directed to several servers. The role of the primary
server is to process the incoming requests. The agent
obtained in this server shows the number of incoming
messages and sums up if the state of the waiting queue
is fulfilled with requests. After this state, the follow-
ing messages could be directed to another server lo-
cated in the same cloud.

Another solution could be the system of message
division due to their priority. Messages with high
priority could be processed with primary server with
highest performance. Messages with lower priority
could be directed to server with lower performance.
This solution opens the possibility of waiting queue
usage much more effectively.

These solutions present wide mapping of traffic.
While the applications are used by different users,
these suggestions could be realized globally.
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